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Abstract: China officially implemented the renewable portfolio standard (RPS) on 1 January 2019,
and it remains uncertain as to whether this can effectively solve the problem of renewable energy
consumption in China and ease the pressure of government subsidies. In order to study the impact
of this policy on China’s renewable energy power generation and explore RPS policy that is more
suitable for the characteristics of China’s renewable energy, we first develop a revenue function
model based on the just released RPS policy to explore the effectiveness of the policy, the feasibility
conditions for successful implementation, and the problems that may be encountered during the
implementation process. Then, we propose policy recommendations based on the possible problems
of the current policy and design an “incremental electricity price” supplementary policy to improve
the possibility of successful implementation of the RPS policy. Finally, an evolutionary game model is
established to simulate and verify the possibility of successful implementation of the supplementary
policy. The main research results are: (1) the essence of the current RPS policy is the comprehensive
implementation policy of the RPS and feed-in-tariff (FiT); (2) because of the characteristics of China’s
energy structure, the implementation of this policy reform is more resistant; (3) the quantitative
research on the revenue function model shows that the current transaction price of the green certificate
market is very low, which is not conducive to alleviating the state’s subsidy pressure on renewable
energy power generation; and (4) analysis of empirical data shows that the successful implementation
of the “incremental electricity price” policy relies on the initial strategies of grid companies and users.

Keywords: renewable portfolio standard (RPS); evolutionary game; green certificates; consumption
of renewable energy; subsidies for renewable energy power generation

1. Introduction

1.1. Research Background

Renewable energy utilization is closely related to energy security and climate change issues,
thus affecting human society [1]. The promotion of renewable energy power generation is conducive
to emission reduction and environmental protection, and is an important way to achieve low-carbon
energy transformation [2]. Many countries have already developed plans to use renewable energy
to generate electricity for the large-scale utilization of renewable resources in the next few years [3].
However, due to the high cost and instability of renewable energy power generation, it is less
competitive than traditional fossil energy power generation [4,5]. For this reason, countries around
the world have implemented different renewable energy power generation support policies to solve
the problem. Feed-in-tariff (FiT) and renewable portfolio standard (RPS) are the two most important
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renewable energy development support policies implemented in countries around the world at
present [6–8]. However, from the current problems encountered in China’s renewable energy power
generation, the FiT policy is no longer applicable to China [9,10]. As of the end of November 2018,
according to the “Notice on Implementation of the Renewable Portfolio Standard” issued by the
National Energy Administration, China will officially implement the RPS on 1 January 2019. Since the
RPS policy has just been implemented in China, it is impossible to determine whether it can solve the
problems encountered in the development of renewable energy power generation in China.

The purpose of this paper is to study the effectiveness of the policy, the feasibility of successful
implementation, and the problems that may be encountered during implementation. Then, based on
the above analysis, a policy more suitable for the development of China’s renewable energy power
generation is designed to improve the possibility of successful implementation of the RPS mechanism
in China.

1.2. Review of the Literatures

1.2.1. Research on Renewable Portfolio Standard Policy Application

The number of FiT adopters increased from 2 in 1990 to approximately 70 in 2018, while RPS
adopters increased from 1 in 1999 to approximately 15 in 2018. Countries from every geographic
region and income level have adopted these policies. Contrary to what rational self-interested actors
would do based on costs, benefits, and utility maximization, some of the top oil exporters in the world
have adopted RPS or FiT. These countries include Iran and the United Arab Emirates in the Middle
East, Kazakhstan in Asia, Nigeria and Algeria in Africa, Norway and the United Kingdom in Europe,
and Brazil in the Americas and so on [11–13].

The analysis of an effective support policy is the basis for promoting the development of renewable
energy. Like China, several other countries have also experienced policy reforms from RPS to FiT
or from FiT to RPS. According to the experience of Korea’s transition from the implementation of
FiT to RPS in 2012, in addition to the temporary decline of the input-output efficiency of renewable
energy development in 2012, its efficiency has consistently risen, and with the policy reform, various
renewable energy utilization technologies have been improved to some extent [14,15]. In contrast,
due to the difficulty in achieving the renewable energy quota target, Japan changed from implementing
RPS to implementing FiT in 2009 [16]. RPS and FiT are the two most widely used renewable energy
power generation support policies. Their role and influence in the development of renewable energy
has always been the research focus of domestic and foreign experts, especially comparative analysis of
the two policies. Yin and Powers [17] proposed a new way to measure the effectiveness of the RPS
mechanism, and found that the implementation of the RPS mechanism can not only promote the
development of renewable energy, but also affect the electricity market and even the entire economic
market to a certain extent. Erdong and Liu [18] and Wang et al. [19], respectively, concluded that the
use of both RPS and FiT policy increases the proportion of renewable energy power generation within
the total energy consumption. However, Wang [18] believed that the RPS mechanism can bring more
social benefits than the FiT mechanism. Qian [20] concluded that the RPS system is superior to the
FiT system in the reduction of traditional energy power generation and carbon dioxide emissions,
while the FiT system can promote the development of renewable energy power generation and increase
the enthusiasm of power producers more than the RPS system. According to Choi et al. [21], from the
perspective of government departments, RPS is more efficient in promoting the development of
photovoltaic energy, while FiT was more effective in the development of non-photovoltaic renewable
energy, and this conclusion was the opposite of that given from the perspective of energy producers.
Sun and Nie [22] concluded that FiT is more effective than the RPS in increasing the installed capacity
of renewable energy, promoting investment of research and development to reduce costs, while RPS
policy reduces carbon emissions more effectively. From this we can infer that there is no perfect
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relationship between FiT and RPS mechanisms. The RPS mechanism should be based on the problems
and characteristics of China’s renewable energy development [23].

In summary, the current application research on RPS and FiT in different countries has been
relatively mature, but the application effects of the two policies in different countries are different.
Therefore, based on the knowledge of RPS and the special needs of China’s renewable energy
development, it is of great significance to explore the application effect and possible problems of RPS
policy in China.

1.2.2. Research on China’s Renewable Portfolio Standard Policy Design

According to the international implementation experiences of FiT and RPS, relevant scholars
have designed and made recommendations on the RPS policy suitable for China’s renewable energy
development. Zhao et al. [24] combined with the specific national conditions from the system design,
departmental coordination, quota target setting, and implementation plan, proposed countermeasures
and suggestions for the implementation of RPS policy. Feng et al. [25] and Zhao et al. [26] respectively
specifically proposed an RPS mechanism, quota indicators, green certificates, trading mechanisms,
and fines on the electricity sales side (the quota obligation bearers are the power grid companies),
and gave a theoretical basis. Related scholars have also designed the RPS mechanism from the power
generation side (the quota obligation bearers are fossil energy power producers) [27–29]. Among them,
Zhao et al. [28] and Zuo et al. [29] set green certificate trading parties as renewable energy producers
and fossil energy power producers. Based on this, an evolutionary game model was established to
analyze their strategic behaviors. Although it has a strong theoretical significance, this RPS policy will
not be implemented in China. Since FiT can promote renewable energy investment in the primary stage
of the renewable energy power generation industry, and RPS can effectively reduce the pressure of the
national renewable energy fund subsidy, some scholars believe that in the current stage, China should
implement FiT and RPS comprehensively, and gradually shift from the complete FiT scheme to the
RPS [20,24,30]. Wang et al. [31] designed an RPS implementation mechanism in line with China’s
renewable energy development. It mainly investigated how renewable energy quotas are distributed in
different provinces, and provided very important recommendations for the implementation of China’s
RPS policy. However, it did not provide a clear explanation for the subject of quota obligation bearers.

Although the above research on the design of RPS policy in China has important practical
guiding significance, the various schemes that have been designed are different from the RPS policy
implemented in China. In this paper, the design study of this policy is based on the problems that
may be encountered in the RPS policy that has just been implemented. The purpose is to improve the
possibility of successful implementation of the policy and to better solve the problem of renewable
energy development in China.

1.3. Structure of This Paper

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, first, we analyze the need for policy
reform. Second, the revenue function model and evolutionary game model needed for the research of
this paper are developed. In Section 3, we first analyze the validity, feasibility conditions, and possible
problems of the RPS policy based on the results of the revenue function model. Then, based on
this, the “incremental electricity price” policy is designed to improve the possibility of successful
implementation of RPS policy in China. Finally, the evolutionary game model is used to analyze
the evolution process of power grid enterprises and users under the auxiliary policy. In Section 4,
we summarize the research process and conclusions of the article, and put forward the existing
limitations and future research directions.

2. Materials and Methods

The research process of this paper is as follows: Firstly, the reasons and necessity of the
implementation of renewable energy policy reform in China are analyzed. Secondly, this paper
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takes the new RPS policy as a research object, and explores the feasibility conditions of its successful
implementation, predicts its effect on renewable energy development, and seeks possible problems in
the process of implementation by building a revenue function model. Finally, based on the possible
problems in the implementation of the RPS mechanism, this paper proposes a policy improvement
plan and establishes an evolutionary game model to simulate the evolution of the decision-making
behaviors of various stakeholders in different scenarios, so as to verify the feasibility of the improved
RPS policy. A flowchart of the research is shown in Figure 1.
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2.1. Necessity and Purpose Analysis of Policy Shift

In China, with the introduction of renewable energy power generation support policies,
the installed capacity of renewable energy power generation has increased rapidly, while the ability to
consume renewable energy has not met the speed at which renewable energy has developed, resulting
in the problem of renewable energy consumption, which has become one of the main reasons for
restricting the development of renewable energy in China at this stage. In addition, under the feed-in
tariff system implemented in China, it is difficult for the additional tariff levy standard to meet the
development speed of renewable energy, leading to a gradual expansion of the subsidy funding
gap [32].

2.1.1. Renewable Energy Consumption Problem

One of the special characteristics regarding China’s energy utilization consists in the fact that it
frequently uses renewable resources, mainly based on wind, light, and water. Moreover, in recent
years, the installed capacity of renewable energy has increased rapidly. As of April 2018, the installed
capacity of wind power, which over 6000 kW, reached 164.46 million kW, that is nearly 9.85% of the
total energy consumption in the country. However, from January 2017 to April 2018, the monthly
average ratio of wind power generation to total power generation was 5.28%, which means that nearly
half of the wind power units were not functioning, and this phenomenon was found to be even more
serious in some major wind power generation areas [33,34]. Table 1 shows the wind power generation
in some provinces.

As can be seen from Table 1, in these provinces, the installed capacity of wind power accounts for
about 20% of the total installed capacity, while the wind power generation accounts for only about
10% of the total local power generation. So, it can be concluded that the issue of renewable energy
development in China, at this stage, is not an insufficient installed capacity for renewable energy power
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generation. On the contrary, for China, which has just begun to implement the RPS policy, the installed
capacity of renewable energy power generation can basically meet the current quota target. Therefore,
how to solve the problem of renewable energy consumption is the key issue to be considered by China
in implementing RPS.

Table 1. Application of wind power in some provinces, data sourced from [35].

Province Installed
Capacity (GW)

Generation
Ratio (%)

Ratio of Installed
Capacity (%)

Abandoned Wind Rate (in
the First Quarter of 2018) (%)

Hebei 12.16 9.3 18.2 2.6
Inner Mongolia 27.37 11.6 23.0 21.3

Heilongjiang 5.70 11.2 19.3 8.5
Gansu 12.82 16.0 26.3 19.5

Ningxia 9.76 11.2 22.8 2.5
Xinjiang 18.06 10.1 21.3 21.6

2.1.2. Insufficient Subsidies for Renewable Energy Power Generation

According to the renewable energy law, China’s FiT mechanism is composed of the local
desulfurization coal-fired unit’s benchmark on-grid price and the subsidized electricity price (see
Equation (1) for details). The subsidy fee corresponding to the renewable energy power generation
subsidy price is derived from the electricity price additional charge levied by the governments to the
power consumers. In order to adapt to the rapid development of renewable energy power generation
in China, the additional price levy standard has been raised six times in 2006 from 0.001 RMB/kWh,
and finally raised to 0.019 RMB/kWh in 2016. At the same time, in response to the continuous
improvement of renewable energy power generation technology, the gradual reduction of power
generation costs, and the increasing funding gap for renewable energy power generation subsidies,
China has frequently reduced the feed-in tariff of renewable energy power generation, while Table 2
shows the specific feed-in tariff for wind power and photovoltaics in a different category. The upward
adjustment of the additional price levy standard and the reduction of the renewable energy benchmark
FiT have not slowed down the trend of the gradually increasing subsidy funding gap. By the end of
2017, the subsidy funding gap accumulated more than 110 billion RMB. The ever-expanding subsidy
funding gap is the direct cause of implementing renewable energy policy reform.

pr = pb + ps, f (1)

where pr represents the FiT of renewable energy power generation; pb represents the benchmark FiT of
local desulfurized coal unit power generation; and ps,f represents the subsidized electricity price for
renewable energy power generation under the FiT policy.

Table 2. The feed-in tariff of wind power and photovoltaic, data sourced from [36].

Power Generation
Categories

Resource Area
Categories

2014
(RMB/kWh)

2015
(RMB/kWh)

2016
(RMB/kWh)

2017
(RMB/kWh)

2018
(RMB/kWh)

Wind

Category I 0.51 0.49 0.47 0.47 0.44
Category II 0.54 0.52 0.50 0.50 0.47
Category III 0.58 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.51
Category IV 0.61 0.61 0.60 0.60 0.58

Photoelectric
Category I 0.90 0.90 0.80 0.65 0.55
Category II 0.95 0.95 0.88 0.75 0.65
Category III 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.85 0.75

On the one hand, the implementation of the RPS policy can directly reduce the government’s
subsidy pressure on renewable energy generation, while on the other hand, green certificate transactions
based on market functioning can not only promote the development of renewable energy, but also
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avoid the problem of abandoned wind and light caused by power generation enterprises’ blind
development of renewable resources in pursuit of the benefits. The implementation of China’s RPS
policy should aim at promoting the consumption of renewable energy and alleviating the pressure on
government subsidies.

2.2. Revenue Function Model

In order to study the feasibility conditions of the successful implementation of the RPS policy in
China and to explore the problems that may be encountered in the implementation process, this paper
proposes a research method based on the benefit function of stakeholders. Since the RPS policy has just
been implemented in China, there is currently insufficient empirical data to support the research on
the impact of RPS on the development of renewable energy. The revenue function model is proposed
to study the interaction relationship between different stakeholders’ revenue functions under the
RPS policy from the perspective of a game, and to determine the relationship between variables
representing different practical meanings in the revenue function of each stakeholder under the
successful implementation of the policy, thereby obtaining the feasibility conditions for the successful
implementation of the policy. Then, by analyzing the current status of China’s renewable energy power
generation to judge the possibility of the establishment of this condition, we can identify the problems
that may be encountered in the implementation of China’s RPS policy. This method ensures that the
research results are objective and scientific, and avoids the shortcoming of insufficient theoretical
support of subjective research due to a lack of data. The specific research steps are described below.

2.2.1. China’s Renewable Portfolio Standard Policy

According to the “Renewable Energy Power Quota and Assessment Method” promulgated
by the National Development and Reform Commission on 13 September 2018 and the “Notice on
Implementing the Renewable Portfolio Standard System” issued on 15 November 2018, China’s RPS
mechanism’s quota bearers are mainly power grid enterprises, whose annual quota should be the
product of their electricity sales and quota proportion. The price of green certificates is determined by
the green certificates market, but it shall not be higher than the original subsidy price of renewable
energy power generation, pg < ps,f. Different from the RPS policy implemented in other countries,
on the one hand, China’s power generation companies can compensate for the high cost of renewable
energy power generation by selling green certificates. On the other hand, as shown in Equation (3),
the loss due to the price of green certificates that are lower than the subsidized electricity price can still
be compensated for by the national renewable energy development fund. The new renewable energy
power generation price consists of three parts:

pr = pb + ps,r + pg (2)

ps,r + pg = ps, f (3)

where pg represents the average price of green certificates transactions; and ps,r is the average subsidized
electricity price for renewable energy power generation under the RPS policy.

From this, it can be concluded that the essence of the RPS to be implemented in China is actually a
comprehensive implementation plan of RPS and FiT, and the ratio of the support effect of RPS and FiT
on renewable energy power generation is pg:ps,r. This policy reform is moderate, and we believe that it
is caused by the following reasons:

(1) Under the FiT policy, China’s renewable energy installed capacity and generation capacity
have increased rapidly in recent years. The FiT still has a significant effect on improving renewable
energy power generation investment.

(2) At present, the cost of renewable energy power generation in China is still much higher than
that of fossil energy power generation. If the high cost of renewable energy power generation can only
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be compensated for by selling green certificates, the profit of renewable energy power generation will
inevitably be affected, thus restricting the development of renewable energy in China to a certain extent.

(3) Although the RPS policy has been successfully applied to many countries in the world,
China’s renewable energy development has certain special characteristics, like renewable energy
consumption problems, government funding subsidy pressure, and an energy structure with a very
high proportion of fossil energy power generation. Whether the RPS policy can fully adapt to the
characteristics of China’s renewable energy development remains uncertain.

2.2.2. Determination of Stakeholders and Revenue Functions

This paper divides stakeholders into power generation companies, power grid companies, and
government departments. From the perspective of interests, it explores the role of the RPS policy in
promoting the consumption of renewable energy and alleviating the government’s subsidy pressure
on renewable energy power generation.

(1) In order to make the revenue function of power generation companies applicable to various
power generation companies, this was set as follows:

πp = Q f p f + Qrpr −Q f
(
C f ,g + C f ,m

)
−Qr

(
Cr,g + Cr,m

)
(4)

where πp represents the total revenue of power generation companies; Qf represents the fossil energy
power output, and for a pure renewable energy power generation company, its fossil energy power
output is 0; pf represents the average feed-in tariff of fossil energy power; Qr represents the renewable
energy power output, and for a pure fossil energy power generation company, its renewable energy
power output is 0; pr is the average feed-in tariff of renewable energy power and pr = pb + ps,r + pg;
Cf,g and Cf,m represent the average unit power generation cost and average unit management cost of
fossil energy; and Cr,g and Cr,m represent the average unit power generation cost and average unit
management cost of renewable energy.

(2) Since this article explores the interest relationship between power generation companies,
power grid companies, and government departments from a macro perspective, green certificate
transactions between different grid companies are no longer considered. The power grid enterprises’
revenue function is:

πn = (ps − pb)Qr +
(
ps − p f

)
Q f −Cn,m,rQr −Cn,m, f Q f −Qrpg −

[(
Q f + Qr

)
A−Qr

]
pp (5)

where πn represents the total revenue of the power grid enterprises; ps is the average selling price
of the power grid enterprises to the consumers; Cn,m,r and Cn,m, f represent the average operation
and maintenance cost of a unit of renewable energy power transmission and fossil energy power
transmission; A is the renewable energy power generation quota target undertaken by the power
grid enterprises (0 ≤ A ≤ 1); pp is the average unit penalty price, and the penalty expense is[(

Q f + Qr
)
A−Qr

]
pp; and the expense of purchasing green certificates is Qrpg.

(3) The revenue function of government departments is:

πg = Qrpe +
[(

Q f + Qr
)
A−Qr

]
pp −Qrps,r (6)

where pe is the average environmental income obtained by the government for a unit of renewable energy
power generation, and the environmental benefit is Qrpe; the penalty income is

[(
Q f + Qr

)
A−Qr

]
pp;

and the subsidy expenditure is Qrps,r.

2.2.3. Determination of the Conditions for Successful Implementation of Renewable Portfolio Standard

Policy effectiveness means that under this policy, power generation companies, power grid
enterprises, and government departments will jointly solve the problem of renewable energy
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consumption and insufficient government subsidy funds through mutual cooperation in the perspective
of economic interests.

∂πp/∂Qr ≥ 0, ∂πn/∂Qr ≥ 0, and ∂πg/∂Qr ≥ 0 are the necessary conditions for promoting
the consumption of renewable energy by power generation companies, power grid companies,
and government departments, respectively, that is, the following conditions are established:

pb + ps,r + pg −Cr,g −Cr,m = pb + ps, f −Cr,g −Cr,m ≥ 0 (7)

ps − pb −Cn,m,r − pg − pp(A− 1) ≥ 0 (8)

pe + pp(A− 1) − ps,r ≥ 0 (9)

The role of promoting renewable energy is manifested in the simultaneous formulation of
Equations (7)–(9), and the role of the RPS mechanism in mitigating the pressure on financial subsidies
can be measured by the income generated by power generation companies selling green certificates
(Qrpg). On the basis that Equations (7)–(9) are simultaneously established, the green certificate
transaction price greater than 0, pg > 0, can be used as a criterion for judging whether the mechanism
can alleviate the pressure of government subsidies.

2.3. Policy Improvement Design

Through the discussion and analysis of the revenue function model results, the feasibility
conditions for the successful implementation of the RPS policy and the problems that the policy may
encounter in China can be identified. Next, we propose policy recommendations for these issues,
and based on this policy, theoretically design an improved RPS policy that is more suitable for the
development of renewable energy power generation in China.

2.4. Evolutionary Game Model

In order to explore the feasibility of the improved RPS policy proposed in this paper, an evolutionary
game model is established to simulate and analyze the evolutionary process of trading behaviors
between grid enterprises and users.

Evolutionary game theory is a research method that is very suitable for simulating the evolution
process of players, which is based on the viewpoint of biological evolution theory. It is considered
that the players are bounded and rational, and the decision-making behaviors of individuals are
realized through dynamic processes, such as imitation, learning, and mutation. According to the idea
of biological evolution, when the fitness of a certain strategy is better than the average fitness of the
ethnic groups, the strategy is gradually adopted by more individuals, and eventually developed, or it
will gradually decay. Finally, the system reaches an evolutionary stable state [37–39].

3. Research Process and Discussion

3.1. Discussion on Results Based on Revenue Function Model

3.1.1. Policy Feasibility and Effectiveness Analysis

In Equation (7), pb + ps,r + pg − Cr,g − Cr,m ≥ 0 is the necessary condition for power generation
enterprises to promote renewable energy consumption under the RPS mechanism, while pb + ps, f −

Cr,g − Cr,m ≥ 0 is the necessary condition for power generation enterprises to promote renewable
energy consumption under the FiT mechanism. It can be concluded that a policy shift will not change
the enthusiasm of power generation companies to promote renewable energy consumption. According
to the implementation of FiT in China, although the problem of renewable energy consumption
has become more and more serious in recent years, the amount of renewable energy power on-grid
is also increasing rapidly, thus the condition, pb + ps,r + pg − Cr,g − Cr,m ≥ 0, is constant under the
RPS mechanism.
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Through the further processing of Equations (8) and (9), the necessary conditions for the green
certificate price, penalty price, and quota target to be feasible on the basis of the effectiveness of the
mechanism are obtained as follows:

pp(1−A) + ps, f − pe ≤ pg ≤ ps − pb −Cn,m,r + pp(1−A) (10)

pg + Cn,m,r − (ps − pb)

1−A
≤ pp ≤

pe − ps, f + pg

1−A
(11)

1−
pe − ps, f + pg

pp
≤ A ≤ 1−

pg + Cn,m,r − (ps − pb)

pp
(12)

(1) In order to make the green certificate price, penalty price, and quota target exist, the value at
the right end of the inequality must be greater than the value at the left end, which results in:

ps − pb −Cn,m,r + pe − ps, f ≥ 0 (13)

where ps − pb −Cn,m,r represents the income of the power grid companies consuming a unit of renewable
energy power, and pe − ps, f is the government departments’ revenue from the consumption of per
unit of renewable energy power. This formula represents the internal principle that government
departments hope to promote power grid enterprises to actively absorb renewable energy through
renewable energy support policies due to their environmental protection obligations. It is a necessary
condition for the FiT policy to effectively promote the consumption of renewable energy, so the
effectiveness of the RPS mechanism is based on the effectiveness of the FiT policy.

(2) If the RPS mechanism can alleviate the subsidy pressure of renewable energy power generation,
there would be pg > 0, and Equation (10) must have the right end value greater than or equal to 0.

ps − pb −Cn,m,r + pp(1−A) ≥ 0 (14)

where ps − pb −Cn,m,r ≥ 0 is the necessary condition for a grid company to actively promote renewable
energy consumption without renewable energy support policies. However, at the current level
of China’s renewable energy power generation technology, compared to fossil energy generation,
the instability of renewable energy generation will bring more safety risks to the power grid, resulting
in high costs of operation and maintenance of the power transmission process. In addition, the average
on-grid price of renewable energy is too high at present, and the consumption of renewable energy by the
power grid is almost entirely dependent on the relevant renewable energy support policies, which makes
this condition difficult to achieve. Therefore, in order to make Equation (14) exist, the penalty price
and quota targets should be set according to the renewable energy resource endowment, the technical
level of power generation, and the benchmark FiT of a local desulfurized coal unit of power generation
in the region where power grid enterprises are located. For power grid companies with high operating
and maintenance costs of renewable energy power transmission and high benchmark FiT values of a
local desulfurized coal unit of power generation, they should appropriately use higher penalty prices
or lower quota targets to restrain or motivate the behaviors of power grid companies to promote the
consumption of renewable energy and ease the pressure of government subsidies.

3.1.2. Possible Problems with Renewable Portfolio Standard Policy Implementation

(1) Under the RPS policy, there is ps,r + pg = ps, f , and a loss due to the price of green certificates
being lower than the subsidized electricity price can still be compensated by the national renewable
energy development fund, so there is ∂πp/∂pg = 0, which means the green certificate price will
not affect the revenue of the power generation enterprises, while for green certificate purchasers
and power grid enterprises, the green certificate price growth would reduce their income that is,
∂πn/∂pg < 0. It is easy to conclude that under the market effect, the game equilibrium price of the green
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certificates is zero. On the one hand, this makes the RPS mechanism theoretically unable to alleviate
the pressure on government funding subsidies. On the other hand, if the green certificates price is zero,
the green certificates trading mechanism would lose its meaning of existence. Therefore, government
departments should set a lower limit on the price of green certificates to ensure the effectiveness of the
green certificates trading mechanism.

(2) The RPS policy is implemented to promote grid companies accepting more renewable energy
power by setting renewable energy consumption targets for grid companies, which requires power
plants giving up a certain amount of fossil energy power generation space to increase the proportion
of renewable energy power generation. At this stage, China’s main power generation method is
thermal power generation. Large-scale renewable energy power generation and connection to power
gird will inevitably change the power market structure mainly based on thermal power generation,
which would result in a large resistance of implementation. In this regard, the government should
introduce more flexible policy mechanism to regulate and guide the active cooperation of stakeholders
in the RPS mechanism, so as to realize the policy transformation from FiT to RPS.

(3) On one hand, under the current renewable energy power generation technology level,
power grid enterprises are faced with the safe operation risk brought by the high proportion of
renewable energy power access to the power grid. On the other hand, due to the obvious regional
differences in China’s renewable energy resource endowment and renewable energy development,
some power grid enterprises in China have reached a saturated state for absorbing renewable
energy power, while some regional power grid enterprises still have a large renewable energy power
consumption space. Therefore, under the current stage, the state should adjust and adopt a new strategic
plan for renewable energy development with more regional characteristics to achieve coordinated
development of renewable energy power generation in China.

3.2. Improvement Design of Renewable Portfolio Standard Policy

In view of the possible problems in the implementation of the RPS mechanism, the article proposes
two specific improvements to its implementation: (1) set the minimum trading price of green certificates;
and (2) adopt a more flexible way of selling electricity prices.

3.2.1. Minimum Trading Price of Green Certificates

The minimum trading price of green certificates (pg,min) is the minimum standard for RPS
mechanism to relieve the pressure of renewable energy generation subsidy. The setting of this value
should take into account the endowment of renewable energy resources, and dynamically adjust
according to the renewable energy power generation subsidy funding gaps and the change of the
technology of renewable energy power generation, which will be issued and implemented by the
energy authorities at the beginning of each trading period.

3.2.2. “Incremental Electricity Price” Policy

Flexible sales price policy is an effective way to regulate users’ electricity consumption
behaviors [40–42]. This paper proposes an “Incremental Electricity Price” policy on the power
grids-users side, and designs a green certificates trading mechanism between the power grid companies
and users to stimulate the growth of demand for renewable energy. On the one hand, it can promote the
increase of demand for renewable energy while ensure the benefits of fossil energy power generation
to a certain extent, so as to reduce the resistance of RPS policy implementation. On the other hand,
it redistributes the renewable energy consumption obligations of power grid companies and users in a
more effective way. The following is the specific design of the policy:

The green certificates obtained by power grid companies from renewable energy consumption in a
trading cycle, on the one hand, which can be submitted to energy authorities to complete the renewable
energy quota assessment at the end of the trading period, on the other hand, which can be sold to the
power consumers to transfer a part of renewable energy consumption obligations, wherein the green
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certificates sold to the users can still be used for the grid companies to complete quota assessment,
and a green certificate cannot be resold.

In order to encourage users to increase power consumption, power grid companies that decided
to adopt this supplementary policy, set and release the “Incremental Electricity Price” standard at
the beginning of a trading cycle, that is, compared with the previous trading cycle, consumers can
enjoy the “Incremental Electricity Price” policy for increased power consumption in the current period,
and on the premise of ensuring the profitability of power grid companies, the price concession is
proportional to user’s power consumption increment, and the “Incremental Electricity Price” standard
curve, ps = f (Q), is shown as Figure 2.
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ps,0 and Q0 are respectively the average selling price of the last trading cycle and the electricity
consumption of the user. ps,min is the average lowest selling price that the power grid companies
can use to ensure profitability, which is calculated by the power grid companies according to their
profitability and operating cost. For different customer groups, power grid companies can adopt a
unified adjustment parameter, α, or adopt a different parameter, α, according to customer groups
with different characteristics of electricity consumption behaviors. The standard of the “incremental
electricity price” is shown in Equation (15):

ps = f (Q) =


ps,0 0 ≤ Q < Q0

−
ps,0−ps,min
αQ0

Q +
(1+α)ps,0−ps,min

α Q0 ≤ Q < (1 + α)Q0

ps,min (1 + α)Q0 ≤ Q
(15)

At the beginning of the trading cycle, power users comprehensively consider their own electricity
demand, the “incremental electricity price” standard, and the green certificate price (the market price
of the green certificates sold by the power grid companies to users) to decide whether to participate in
the “incremental electricity price” policy. If users decide to participate in the policy, they will negotiate
with the power grid companies to determine the number of green certificates (Qg) and green certificate
transaction price (pg

′), and sign a power contract. The number of green certificates, Qg, is the actual
maximum incremental power that the user can enjoy to achieve the preferential electricity price. If the
actual power consumption of users is greater than the number of green certificates, the excess power
will not enjoy the preferential electricity price anymore, because it cannot reflect the effect of renewable
energy consumption. If the actual power consumption of the users is less than the number of green
certificates, the fee of purchasing green certificates will not be returned. The actual electricity fee, Ce,
paid by the users under the “incremental electricity price” is:

Ce =


∫ Q

0 f (Q)dQ 0 ≤ Q < Q0 + Qg∫ Q0+Qg

0 f (Q)dQ +
∫ Q

Q0+Qg
ps,0dQ Q0 + Qg ≤ Q

(16)
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3.3. Evolution Analysis of Decision-Making Behaviors of Players under the “Incremental Electricity
Price” Policy

3.3.1. Assumptions of the Evolutionary Game Model

H1: Transactions under this policy only occur between grid companies and users.
H2: Grid companies and users have the right to choose whether to adopt this policy or not.
H3: Users will predict their power needs as accurately as possible. Electricity demand is an

important factor affecting its decision-making. Users should comprehensively consider their own
development needs and the cost of electricity, and scientifically judge their own electricity demand in
the future to achieve maximum benefits.

H4: According to the principles of microeconomics, we know that goods have elasticity due
to price-demand. For the convenience of this research, we assume that when users participate in
the “incremental electricity price” policy, the electricity demand increase is Qg, and when users do
not participate in the “incremental electricity price” policy, the electricity demand increase is kQg,
and 0 ≤ k ≤ 1.

3.3.2. The Players’ Payoff Functions

In this paper, we believe that under the “incremental electricity price” policy, there are only two
pure strategies for grid companies: Adopt or not adopt, and the proportion of grid enterprises adopting
this policy is x, and the ratio of not adopting this policy is 1 − x. There are only two pure strategies for
users: participating in or not participating in, and the proportion of users participating in this policy is
y, and the proportion of users not participating in this policy is 1 − y. When the grid enterprises choose
to adopt and the users choose to participate in the policy, the green certificate transaction between the
grid enterprises and users is successfully completed, and the “incremental electricity price” policy is an
effective policy. In other cases, the policy is an invalid policy. The following is a detailed description of
the payoff functions under different strategies of grid companies and users.

(1) When grid enterprises choose to adopt and users choose to participate in this policy, the revenue
of the grid enterprises is f 1, and the revenue of the users is π1, as follows:

f1 =

∫ Q0+Qg

0
f (Q)dQ + pg

′Qg −Cn
(
Q0 + Qg

)
− β1CTGC (17)

π1 = p1
(
Q0 + Qg

)
−

∫ Q0+Qg

0
f (Q)dQ− pg

′Qg − β2CTGC (18)

where:
Cn is the average unit cost of the grid enterprises, including the cost of purchasing electricity, the cost

of maintenance and management in the process of power transmission, and the cost of purchasing
green certificates due to undertaking the quotas and the cost of fines due to uncompleted quotas.

CTGC is the fixed cost of the green certificate transaction between power grid companies and users
due to information asymmetry, and it is jointly undertaken by the grid enterprises and the users, and its
commitment ratio is β1 : β2(β1 + β2 = 1, 0 < β1, β2 < 1) [28].

p1 is the average revenue from the user’s unit of electricity consumption.
(2) When grid enterprises choose to adopt and users choose not to participate in this policy,

the revenue of the grid enterprises is f 2, and the revenue of the users is π2, as follows:

f2 = ps,0
(
Q0 + kQg

)
−Cn

(
Q0 + kQg

)
− β1CTGC (19)

π2 = p1
(
Q0 + kQg

)
− ps,0

(
Q0 + kQg

)
(20)
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(3) When grid enterprises choose not to adopt and users choose to participate in this policy,
the revenue of the grid enterprises is f 3, and the revenue of the users is π3, as follows:

f3 = ps,0
(
Q0 + kQg

)
−Cn

(
Q0 + kQg

)
(21)

π3 = p1
(
Q0 + kQg

)
− ps,0

(
Q0 + kQg

)
− β2CTGC (22)

(4) When grid enterprises choose not to adopt and users choose not to participate in this policy,
the revenue of the grid enterprises is f 4, and the revenue of the users is π4, as follows:

f4 = ps,0
(
Q0 + kQg

)
−Cn

(
Q0 + kQg

)
(23)

π4 = p1
(
Q0 + kQg

)
− ps,0

(
Q0 + kQg

)
(24)

The payoff matrix of the power grid companies and the users under different strategy combinations
is showed in Table 3.

Table 3. Payoff matrix.

Payoff of Players
Users

Participating in (y) Not Participating in (1 − y)

Power grid companies
Adopting (x) f 1, π1 f 2, π2

Not adopting (1 − x) f 3, π3 f 4, π4

3.3.3. Replicator Dynamic Equations

The theory of the replicator dynamic equation proposed by Taylor and Jonker is the first and
most successful method to describe the dynamic mechanical behavior in an evolutionary game [43].
The replicator dynamic equation is defined as the growth rate of individuals using a strategy
proportional to the difference between the fitness from using the strategy and the average fitness of
the population.

The average fitness for grid companies to adopt and not adopt this policy are W1 and W2,
respectively, and the average fitness of the population is W, as follows:

W1 = y f1 + (1− y) f2 (25)

W2 = y f3 + (1− y) f4 (26)

W = xW1 + (1− x)W2 (27)

The average fitness for users to participate and not participate is U1 and U2, respectively, and the
average fitness of the population is U, as follows:

U1 = xπ1 + (1− x)π3 (28)

U2 = xπ2 + (1− x)π4 (29)

U = yU1 + (1− y)U2 (30)

Therefore, the replicator dynamic equation representing that the grid enterprises choose to adopt
this policy is:

F(x) =
dx
dt

= x
(
W1 −W

)
= x(1− x)[y( f1 − f2 − f3 + f4) + ( f2 − f4)] (31)
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Similarly, the replicator dynamic equation that the users choose to participate in the policy can be
obtained as follows:

G(y) =
dy
dt

= y
(
U1 −U

)
= y(1− y)[x(π1 −π2 −π3 + π4) + (π3 −π4)] (32)

When the growth rate of individuals using a certain strategy is 0, F(x0) = 0, G(y0) = 0, the state
is likely to become stable. Here, we can obtain four solutions: x1 = 0, x2 = 1, y1 = 0, y2 = 1. There are
four points, (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1), that may become an evolutionary stable strategy (ESS).

3.3.4. Evolutionary Stable Strategy Analysis

According to the theory of the replicator dynamic equation, on the basis of F(x0) = 0 and
G(y0) = 0, when F′(x0) < 0 and G′(y0) < 0, the system reaches the evolutionary stable state; that is,
any change in the system state during the current time period will cause the system state to change in
the opposite direction in the next time period, thereby achieving a steady state.

By calculation, we can get the following equations as shown:

F′(0) = y( f1 − f2) + ( f2 − f4)
F′(1) = −y( f1 − f2) − ( f2 − f4)
G′(0) = x(π1 −π3) + (π3 −π4)

G′(1) = −x(π1 −π3) − (π3 −π4)

(33)

By analyzing the players’ payoff functions, it is easy to get the following relationship:

f3 = f4 > f2, π2 = π4 > π3 (34)

In order to comprehensively explore the stability of the above four points and the evolution of the
system state in different situations, we analyzed it in four cases: (1) f1 > f3, π1 > π4; (2) f1 > f3, π1 < π4;
(3) f1 < f3, π1 > π4; and (4) f1 < f3, π1 < π4.

Case 1: f1 > f3, π1 > π4, that is, f1 > f3 = f4 > f2 and π1 > π2 = π4 > π3.
Evolution process analysis of power grid enterprises’ strategy: Let k =

f4− f2
f1− f2

, then 0 < k < 1 is
established. When y > k, F′(0) > 0 and F′(1) < 0, so x1 = 0 is not ESS, and x2 = 1 is ESS. The power
grid enterprises will gradually evolve from choosing not to adopt this policy to adopting it. When y < k,
F′(0) < 0 and F′(1) > 0, so x1 = 0 is ESS, and x2 = 1 is not ESS. The power grid enterprises will
gradually evolve from choosing to adopt this policy to not. The evolution process is shown in Figure 3a.Energies 2019, 12, x 15 of 23 
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Evolution process analysis of users’ strategy: let t = π4−π3
π1−π3

, then 0 < t < 1 is established.
When x > t, there are G′(0) > 0 and G′(1) < 0, so y1 = 0 is not ESS, and y2 = 1 is ESS. The users will
gradually evolve from choosing not to participate in this policy to participating in it. When x < t,
there are G′(0) < 0 and G′(1) > 0, so y1 = 0 is ESS, and y2 = 1 is not ESS. The users will gradually
evolve from choosing to participate in this policy to not choosing. The evolution process is shown in
Figure 3b.

Then, the final evolution process of the power grid enterprises and users in this case can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 3c.

The empirical data is introduced below to verify the evolution of this process. Let X = f1− f3 = 100;
Y = π1 −π4 = 100; Z = f4 − f2 = 50; and W = π4 −π3 = 50. Then, the replicator dynamic equations
can be expressed as follows:

F(x) =
dx
dt

= x
(
W1 −W

)
= x(1− x)[y(X + Z) −Z] (35)

G(y) =
dy
dt

= y
(
U1 −U

)
= y(1− y)[x(B + D) −D] (36)

In the two-dimensional plane formed by the point set, {(x, y)|0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1}, 19 × 19 points are
uniformly selected as the initial strategies in the system, and the numerical solution of the differential
equations is obtained by using the ode45 function in MATLAB2016 software (MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA). Finally, the different strategies are obtained. The strategies’ evolutions of the grid company and
user over time are shown in Figure 4.
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The evolution of the integrated strategies of the grid company and the user can be obtained,
as shown in Figure 5.Energies 2019, 12, x 16 of 23 
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As shown in Figures 3 and 5, in this case, points (0,0) and (1,1) are both ESS. The final evolutionary
stable state of the system depends on the initial strategies of the players. When the initial strategy of
the players is in regional OADCO, see Figure 3, with the evolution process, the power grid enterprises
choosing not to adopt and the users choosing not to participate in the policy will become the final
evolution result. When the initial strategy of the player is in the regional ADCBA, see Figure 3, with the
evolution process, the grid enterprises choosing to adopt and the users choosing to participate in the
policy will become the final evolution result.

Case 2: f1 > f3, π1 < π4, that is, f1 > f3 = f4 > f2 and π2 = π4 > π1 > π3 or π2 = π4 > π3 > π1.
The evolution process of the power grid enterprises’ strategy is the same as in case 1, so no further

discussion is repeated here. The evolution process is shown in Figure 6a.
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Analysis of the evolution process of users’ strategy: Let t = π4−π3
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.
(1) When π2 = π4 > π1 > π3, t = π4−π3

π1−π3
> 1 does not exist. G′(0) < 0 and G′(1) > 0, so y1 = 0 is

ESS, and y2 = 1 is not ESS;
(2) When π2 = π4 > π3 > π1, t = π4−π3

π1−π3
< 0 does not exist. G′(0) < 0 and G′(1) > 0, so y1 = 0 is

ESS, and y2 = 1 is not ESS.
Thus, the users will gradually evolve from choosing to participate in this policy to not choosing.

The evolution process is shown in Figure 6b.
Then, the final evolution process of the power grid enterprises and users in this case can be

obtained, as shown in Figure 6c.
The empirical data is introduced below to verify the evolution of this process. Let X = f1− f3 = 100;

Y = π1 −π4 = −100; Z = f4 − f2 = 50; and W = π4 −π3 = 50. Then, same sampling and calculation
method as in case 1 is used to solve the evolution process of the strategies of the grid company and
user with time under different initial strategies, as shown in Figure 7.Energies 2019, 12, x 17 of 23 
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The evolution of the integrated strategies of the grid company and the user can be obtained,
as shown in Figure 8.
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As shown in Figures 6 and 8, in this case, point (0, 0) is ESS. With the evolution process, the power
grid enterprises choosing not to adopt and the users choosing not to participate in the policy will
become the final evolution result.

Case 3: f 1 < f 3, π1 > π4, that is, π1 > π2 = π4 > π3 and f3 = f4 > f1 > f2 or f3 = f4 > f2 > f1.
Analysis of the evolution process of power grid enterprises’ strategy: Let k =

f4− f2
f1− f2

.

(1) When f3 = f4 > f1 > f2, k =
f4− f2
f1− f2

> 1 does not exist. F′(0) < 0 and F′(1) > 0, so x1 = 0 is ESS,
and x2 = 1 is not ESS.

(2) When f3 = f4 > f2 > f1, k =
f4− f2
f1− f2

< 0 does not exist. F′(0) < 0 and F′(1) > 0, so x1 = 0 is ESS,
and x2 = 1 is not ESS.

Thus, the power grid enterprises will gradually evolve from choosing to adopt this policy to not
choosing. The evolution process is shown in Figure 9a.Energies 2019, 12, x 18 of 23 
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grid companies and users.

The evolution process of the users’ strategy is the same as in Case 1, so no further discussion is
repeated here. The evolution process is shown in Figure 9b.

Then, the final evolution process of the power grid enterprises and users in this case can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 9c.

The empirical data is introduced below to verify the evolution of this process. Let X = f1 − f3 =

−100; Y = π1 − π4 = 100; Z = f4 − f2 = 50; and W = π4 − π3 = 50. Then, the same sampling and
calculation method as in Case 1 is used to solve the evolution process of the strategies of the grid
company and user with time under different initial strategies, as shown in Figure 10.
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The evolution of the integrated strategies of the grid company and the user can be obtained,
as shown in Figure 11.
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As shown in Figures 9 and 11, in this case, point (0,0) is ESS. With the evolution process, the power
grid enterprises choosing not to adopt and the users choosing not to participate in the policy will
become the final evolution result.

Case 4: f1 < f3, π1 < π4, that is, f3 = f4 > f1 > f2 or f3 = f4 > f2 > f1 and π2 = π4 > π1 > π3 or
π2 = π4 > π3 > π1.

The evolution process of the power grid enterprises’ strategy is the same as in Case 3, and the
evolution process is shown in Figure 12a. The evolution process of the users’ strategy is the same as
that of Case 2, and the evolution process is shown in Figure 12b. Then, the final evolution process of
the power grid enterprises and users in this case can be obtained, as shown in Figure 12c.
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The empirical data is introduced below to verify the evolution of this process. Let X = f1 − f3 =

−100; Y = π1 − π4 = −100; Z = f4 − f2 = 50; and W = π4 − π3 = 50. Then, the same sampling and
calculation method as in case 1 is used to solve the evolution process of the strategies of the grid
company and user with time under different initial strategies, as shown in Figure 13.
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The evolution of the integrated strategies of the grid company and the user can be obtained,
as shown in Figure 14.
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As shown in Figures 12 and 14, in this case, point (0,0) is ESS. With the evolution process, the power
grid enterprises choosing not to adopt and the users choosing not to participate in the policy will
become the final evolution result.

3.3.5. Application Analysis of the “Incremental Electricity Price” Policy

Through the above analysis, we can obtain the following conclusions: (1) the “incremental
electricity price” policy is feasible under certain conditions; (2) whether the policy is feasible depends on
the inherent attributes of the power grid enterprises and users ( f1 − f3 > 0, π1 −π4 > 0); and (3) whether
the policy is feasible depends on the initial strategies of power grid enterprises and users.

From the results of the empirical data analysis of Case 1, a very important factor for the successful
implementation of this policy is the initial strategies of grid companies and users. When the policy
is implemented, if more grid companies are willing to adopt the policy and more users choose to
participate in the policy, the initial strategies of the player is in the ADCBA area, and the possibility
of successful implementation of the policy will become greater. To this end, before the formal
implementation of the policy, government departments need to strengthen the promotion of the policy,
understand the electricity demand of users in the area under their jurisdiction, and grasp in advance the
intention of the grid enterprises and users to adopt the policy. When a sufficient number of users and
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grid companies in the area under their jurisdiction are willing to adopt this policy, the implementation
of this policy can effectively improve the possibility of successful implementation of the policy.

The “incremental electricity price” policy proposed in this paper is a supplementary policy
mechanism aiming to resolve the problems the RPS policy may face at the present stage. On the one
hand, its successful implementation (the evolutionary stability strategy is (1.1)) can further improve the
RPS policy, so that RPS can fully play its role in solving the problems faced by China’s renewable energy
development. On the other hand, if the policy fails, the evolutionary stability strategy is (0.0), which will
not affect the implementation of the original RPS policy. In general, the introduction of “incremental
electricity price” policy can effectively increase the possibility of successfully implementation of the
RPS mechanism in China.

4. Conclusions

Taking the RPS policy as the research object, this paper explored the effectiveness, feasibility
conditions, and possible problems of the RPS policy in promoting renewable energy consumption and
alleviating the government’s pressure on renewable energy power generation subsidies by establishing
a revenue function model. Then, aiming at resolving the possible problems in the implementation of
the RPS policy, specific suggestions and an improvement scheme were proposed, and the possibility
of implementing the improved scheme was verified by establishing an evolutionary game model.
The specific research findings are as follows:

(1) The RPS mechanism in China is essentially a comprehensive implementation policy of FiT
and RPS, and whether the new RPS mechanism is effective depends on whether the original FiT can
effectively promote the development of renewable energy; that is, the original FiT policy can effectively
promote the development of renewable energy and is the basic condition for the effectiveness of the
RPS policy.

(2) Under the current RPS policy, there will be a phenomenon that the price of green certificates
is too low, which may result in the RPS mechanism being ineffective in alleviating the pressure on
government funding subsidies. Therefore, energy authorities should set a lower limit on the price of a
green certificate transaction.

(3) Due to the characteristics of China’s energy structure, the implementation of the reform plan
from FiT to RPS is facing great resistance. Based on this, the “incremental electricity price” policy
proposed by this article from the demand side can improve the possibility of successful implementation
of the RPS mechanism in China.

Although this paper has obtained some very meaningful conclusions through the study of China’s
RPS policy, there are still limits.

(1) Use of the income function model to explore the validity, feasibility conditions, and possible
problems of the RPS policy avoids the shortcomings of insufficient theoretical support of subjective
research due to a lack of data. However, the best way to study the impact of policy reforms on
renewable energy development is through the use of empirical data. After the RPS policy has been
implemented in China for a period of time, our future study will focus on quantifying the impact of
policy changes on the development of renewable energy power generation.

(2) We put forward policy recommendations for the problems that may be encountered in the RPS
policy and designed the “incremental electricity price” supplementary policy to increase the possibility
of successful implementation of RPS in China. However, as mentioned in the article, the setting of the
green certificate lower limit price needs to consider many factors, which makes it difficult to set an
appropriate value. In addition, in recent years, with the rapid development of the energy internet in
China, implementation of the “incremental electricity price” policy based on the characteristics of users’
electricity usage has become possible. However, as stated in the article, the successful implementation
of this policy can only occur under certain conditions, relying on the government’s early promotion of
the policy and the intention of grid companies and users to adopt the policy.
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Nomenclature

pr Feed-in-tariff of renewable energy power generation
pb Benchmark feed-in-tariff of local desulfurized coal unit power generation
ps, f Subsidized electricity price for renewable energy power generation under the FiT policy

pg
Average price of green certificates transactions between power generation companies and grid
companies

ps,r Average subsidized electricity price for renewable energy power generation under the RPS policy
πp Revenue of power generation company
p f Average feed-in tariff of fossil energy power
pr Average feed-in tariff of renewable energy power and pr = pb + ps,r + pg

C f ,g Average unit power generation cost of fossil energy
Cr,m Average unit management cost of renewable energy
Cr,g Average unit power generation cost of renewable energy
Cr,m Average unit management cost of renewable energy
πn Revenue of the power grid companies
ps Average selling price of the power grid enterprises to the consumers
Cn,m,r Average operation and maintenance cost of unit renewable energy power transmission
Cn,m, f Average operation and maintenance cost of unit fossil energy power transmission

A
Renewable energy power generation quota target undertaken by the power grid enterprises
(0 ≤ A ≤ 1)

pp Average unit penalty price

pe
Average environmental income obtained by the governments for unit renewable energy power
generation

pg
′ Average price of green certificate transactions between grid companies and users
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